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Abstract 
This paper presents a comparative analysis of the performance of Logit models vs. Fuzzy logic models of gap-acceptance 
behavior in terms of their direct transferability. This refers to situations in which a model estimated in a given experimental 
context is directly applied in a different context without any updating. Data collected at four priority intersections having 
different characteristics in terms of geometry, location and type of control (stop vs. yield sign) were used to test the quality of the 
results obtained when transferring each type of model from an original to an alternative situation. The comparison was carried 
out based on metrics commonly used in the so-called ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) curve analysis. The results show 
that both models have essentially the same capability in terms of direct transferability, and that their performance in contexts 
different from those of original development could be more than adequate for application purposes. 
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1. Introduction 
In studies of vehicular gap-acceptance behavior, the choice to accept or reject a gap of a certain size is generally 
considered the result of a driver decision process which includes, as inputs, subjective estimates of a set of 
explanatory variables, given specific objective factors. These subjective evaluations are usually affected by a high 
degree of uncertainty, which can be properly treated both by classical probabilistic models (Cassidy et al. 1995, 
Teply, Abou-Henaidy & Hunt 1997a, Teply, Abou-Henaidy & Hunt 1997b, Maze 1981, Rossi, Meneguzzer & 
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Gastaldi 2013) and by fuzzy system theory (Rossi, Meneguzzer 2002, Rossi et al. 2010, Rossi, Gastaldi & Gecchele 
2011, Rossi et al. 2011a, Rossi et al. 2011b, Rossi, Gastaldi & Gecchele 2014); calibration and validation of these 
models is usually based on gap-acceptance data collected at real intersections using, for instance, observations based 
on video surveys. 
The primary objective of the present work is to evaluate, with reference to both type of models, the possibility of 
performing a successful transfer from an original context to a different context (direct transfer). Two advantages of 
model transferability are to reduce the efforts in model development (using the same structure of the model 
previously identified) and to reduce or eliminate the need for a large data collection in the application context (Rossi, 
Meneguzzer & Gastaldi 2010, Rossi, Meneguzzer & Gastaldi 2013). In particular, this is related to the practical 
requirement to include in micro-simulation models or, more generally, in intersection operational analysis, 
behavioral models (for instance, car-following, lane merging, and gap-acceptance) easily adaptable to different 
contexts. 
The effectiveness of the full model transfer (direct transfer), which does not involve any updating of model 
knowledge base, was analyzed. Gap-acceptance data were collected at four intersections with a video survey system 
and then used for building four corresponding Logit and fuzzy gap-acceptance models. Each of these models (called 
''original'') was directly transferred to the other three intersections (called ''application contexts'') and the capability 
of these transferred models to represent the real behavior (drivers' gap-acceptance decisions) was validated using the 
corresponding gap-acceptance data collected in the application contexts. 
A comparative analysis among locally built and transferred models was performed. The method used to carry out 
this comparison is the so-called ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) curve analysis (Fawcett 2006); the 
objective of the analysis is to evaluate the performance of the transferred models and the locally built models in 
terms of their ability to predict the real behavior of drivers in gap-acceptance situations. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly summarizes literature on the analysis of gap-acceptance 
behavior and on model transferability. Section 3 introduces the study sites and describes the experimental data used 
in this study. Section 4 and 5 describe the main characteristics of the Logit and fuzzy gap-acceptance models under 
analysis. Section 6 presents the application of ROC curve analysis to the evaluation of the transferability of gap-
acceptance models. Concluding remarks and future developments are presented in Section 7. 
2. Previous work 
The gap-acceptance problem considered in this paper refers to the situation in which a driver, starting from the 
secondary approach of a priority intersection, wants to perform a crossing or merging maneuver into a primary road. 
Gap is the time interval between two successive vehicles of the major stream; lag is a residual part of a major-stream 
gap measured from the time when the minor-stream driver arrives at the stop line (and starts the gap selection) until 
the next major-stream vehicle arrives to the conflict point. 
Essentially, this requires the choice between two mutually exclusive alternative actions: to accept or reject a gap 
(or lag) of a given time size in the primary traffic stream. Evidently, such a choice is the result of a decision process 
affected both by driver characteristics (for example, driving experience, gender and age (Wennell, Cooper 1981, 
Teply, Abou-Henaidy & Hunt 1997a, Teply, Abou-Henaidy & Hunt 1997b)) and characteristics of the gap/lag and 
of the choice situation (for example, gap/lag size, waiting time and speed of vehicles on the primary road (Adebisi, 
Sama 1990, Polus, Kraus & Reshetnik 1996)). Thus, as shown by several previous studies, gap-acceptance behavior 
varies among drivers and, for the same driver, over time. 
Fuzzy set theory-based and probabilistic discrete choice models (e.g. Logit models) have been considered to be 
appropriate for modeling the choice behavior under examination (Maze 1981, Cassidy et al. 1995, Teply, Abou-
Henaidy & Hunt 1997a, Teply, Abou-Henaidy & Hunt 1997b, Pollatschek, Polus & Livneh 2002, Rossi, 
Meneguzzer 2002, Toledo 2007, Rossi et al. 2010). 
In general terms model transferability (spatial and/or temporal) refers to situations in which a model specified and 
estimated in a given original (estimation) context is subsequently transferred and applied to another (application) 
context. This operation should have two primary advantages: 
• to reduce the efforts in model development (using the same structure of the model previously identified); 
• to reduce or eliminate the need for a large data collection in the application context. 
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Model transferability has been widely studied in the past with reference to the transferability of trip generation 
models (Agyemang-Duah, Hall 1997), mode choice models ((Badoe, Miller 1995, Koppelman, Kuah & Wilmot 
1985, Koppelman, Wilmot 1982), four-step models (Karasmaa 2007), and gap-acceptance Logit models (Rossi, 
Meneguzzer & Gastaldi 2013). These authors studied the effectiveness of both full model transfer (direct transfer) 
and of updating the original model using a small dataset from the application context. In all these studies the 
transferability of probabilistic models was considered; in previous works the authors analyzed the transferability of 
gap-acceptance Logit models (Rossi, Meneguzzer & Gastaldi 2013) and of Fuzzy gap-acceptance models (Rossi et 
al. 2011b). The additional contribution of the present paper is a comparative analysis whose objective is to 
determine which of the two types of model performs better in terms of transferability. 
3. Case studies and data collection 
The case studies used for the transferability analysis refer to four three-leg priority intersections. Gap-acceptance 
observations (driver decisions) relate to the right turn movement from a minor street controlled by ”Stop” or ”Yield” 
sign. The intersections differ in terms of angle between the two intersecting roads (45° or 90°) and context (rural or 
urban area). Some details about the intersections are reported in Table 1. 
Table 1. Analyzed intersections. Main characteristics and sample sizes of observed decisions. 
Intersection Location Angle Sign Total number of decisions Average number of 
decisions per vehicle     Gap Lag Total 
I1 Sub-urban 90° Stop 341 334 675 2.02 
I2 Urban 90° Stop 2955 2055 5010 2.43 
I3 Sub-urban 90° Stop 1502 777 2279 2.93 
I4 Rural 45° Yield 1448 892 2340 2.62 
 
The experimental observations were collected during peak-hour periods through video camera recorder. The 
videos were processed using an application software that allows the user to record the secondary vehicle arrival and 
departure at the stop line (SL in Figure 1) and the primary vehicle arrival at the conflict point (C9-2). 
 
  
Type “A90”: 90° approaching angle Type “A45”: 45° approaching angle 
Fig. 1. Layout of the analyzed intersections. 
The data were organized in a database and then processed through a software procedure that allows to extract the 
following information associated to each driver’s decision: 
• Type of time interval (lag or gap) 
• Interval time size 
• Secondary street vehicle waiting time at the stop line 
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• Category of secondary street vehicle 
• Category of primary street vehicle closing the interval 
• Driver decision (interval acceptance or rejection) 
4. Logit model calibration 
Several Logit models of gap-acceptance behavior were specified and estimated according to the dataset available 
at each location, but only some of them resulted statistically significant (e.g. models including waiting time on the 
minor approach or type of vehicle were not statistically significant for these attributes). Original Logit models 
locally built (named “OM-L”) include, as explanatory variables, the natural logarithm of the size IS (in seconds) of 
the time interval (gap or lag) and the type of interval (represented by a dummy IT, which takes the value of one in 
the case of a lag and zero in the case of a gap). The response variable is represented by a dummy that takes the value 
of one in the case of interval acceptance and zero in the case of interval rejection. Satisfactory values of goodness-
of-fit have been obtained (see Table 2). 
Table 2. OM-LIi models: goodness-of-fit indicators, parameter estimates and corresponding Student’s t-statistics (within brackets). 
Model Alternative specific constant  
(acceptance) C 




ρ2 Corrected ρ2 
OM-LI1 -7.979 (-10.60) 5.95 (10.80) 0.17 (0.52) 0.745 0.738 
OM-LI2 -8.982 (-28.20) 6.41 (28.50) -0.44 (-3.25) 0.779 0.778 
OM-LI3 -9.317 (-19.80) 6.17 (19.50) 1.22 (6.13) 0.766 0.764 
OM-LI4 -8.087 (-20.90) 4.63 (22.00) 1.73 (9.30) 0.730 0.728 
 





C IS ITα β= + − + ⋅ + ⋅⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦
          (1) 
in which, as expected, the acceptance probability Pacc increases with the interval size IS; furthermore, for a given 
value of IS, the lag-acceptance probability is higher than the gap-acceptance probability (except for model OM-LI2). 
5. Fuzzy model identification 
Fuzzy gap-acceptance models locally built (named “OM-F”) were determined from experimental data using 
FisPro, an open-source software available for free on the Internet (Guillaume, Charnomordic 2011). The 
membership functions of the premise and consequence fuzzy sets were identified with the k-means algorithm, a 
well-known clustering algorithm (Hartigan, Wong, 1979). The rule learning process was conducted by the so-called 
FPA (Fast Protoyping Algorithm (Glorennec 1999)), which generates the rules that satisfy a given rule matching 
degree higher than a given threshold for more than a given number of data samples. R2 index was used to evaluate 
the goodness of fit of each model. 
The fuzzy system knowledge base so obtained is characterized by two semi-trapezoidal and three triangular fuzzy 
sets in the domain of the time interval size IS, by two “singletons” in the domain of the crisp variable interval type 
IT, and by two triangular fuzzy sets in the domain of the consequence variable Acceptance (Fig. 2). Knowledge base 
characteristics after the identification process are reported in Table 3.  
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Fig. 2 OM-FIi models: premises and consequence fuzzy sets. 
Compensatory and non-compensatory rules were identified using Mamdani’s product-sum inference. The fuzzy 
output variable ”acceptance” was defuzzified by the centroid method, obtaining an ”acceptance index” of a certain 
gap/lag (Klir, Yuan 1995): the decision is rejection if the index is smaller than 0.5, acceptance if larger. 
As an example two non-compensatory and two compensatory rules are: 
• If  Time Interval Size is Very Small  Then  Rejection 
• If  Time Interval Size is Very Large  Then  Acceptance 
• If  Time Interval Size is Medium And  Time Interval Type is Lag   Then  Acceptance 
• If  Time Interval Size is Medium  And  Time Interval Type is Gap  Then  Rejection 
Table 3. OM-FIi models: knowledge base characteristics after the identification process. 
Model Premise  Consequence  # of rules Goodness 
 IS  IT   Acceptance   Non  Comp. Tot. of fit 
 Shape # Shape #  Shape #  comp.   R2 
OM-FI1 triangular 5 singleton 2  triangular 2  5 0 5 0.78 
OM-FI2 triangular 5 singleton 2  triangular 2  5 0 5 0.78 
OM-FI3 triangular 5 singleton 2  triangular 2  4 2 6 0.73 
OM-FI4 triangular 5 singleton 2  triangular 2  3 4 7 0.73 
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6. Transferability Analysis 
Each of the original models (OM-LIi and OM-FIi) was directly transferred to the other (application) contexts. For 
each intersection Ii (and each type of model), 4 couples of datasets were defined associating (Table 4): 
• Real driver decisions R-Ii 
• Corresponding modeled decisions OM-LIi or OM-FIi 
Table 4. Transferability analysis. Couples of datasets. 
Original Application context    
context I1 I2 I3 I4 
I1 OM-I1/RI1 OM-I1/RI2 OM-I1/RI3 OM-I1/RI4 
I2 OM-I2/RI1 OM-I2/RI2 OM-I2/RI3 OM-I2/RI4 
I3 OM-I3/RI1 OM-I3/RI2 OM-I3/RI3 OM-I3/RI4 
I4 OM-I4/RI1 OM-I4/RI2 OM-I4/RI3 OM-I4/RI4 
 
The transferability of the models was evaluated by means of the ROC curve analysis (Fawcett 2006), a method 
used for evaluating and comparing the discriminatory power of models having binary outputs (Lloyd 1998, 
Obuchowski 2003) including Logit and Fuzzy models (Tang, Chi 2005). Few examples are found in the 
transportation case (Yau et al. 2008, Rossi et al. 2010, Rossi et al. 2011b). 
The basic idea of ROC curve analysis may be explained by considering an experiment with only two possible 
outcomes, 1 and 0, that are denoted as positive and negative outcomes. In the gap-acceptance models the two 
outcomes are the acceptance (positive) and the rejection (negative) of a certain gap/lag, therefore four cases are 
possible: 
• True Positive (TP): the model predicts an acceptance and the driver accepted the gap/lag;  
• False Positive (FP): the model predicts an acceptance and the driver rejected the gap/lag; 
• True Negative (TN): the model predicts a rejection and the driver rejected the gap/lag; 
• False Negative (FN): the model predicts a rejection and the driver accepted the gap/lag.  
The probability of correctly identifying positive and negative outcomes may be defined, respectively, as: 
• TPR (True Positive Rate) = number of TP/(number of TP + number of FN) 
• TNR (True Negative Rate) = number of TN/(number of TN + number of FP) 
The ROC curve describes the relationship between TPR, also called ”sensitivity”, and (1-TNR), also called ”1-
specificity”, for all possible classification thresholds. Since the ”1-specificity” is the FPR, the ROC curve describes 
the relationship between the ”percentage of hits” and the ”percentage of false alarms” obtained with the model.  
It is known that the area under the ROC curve (AUC) is related to the accuracy of the model predictions, and 
increases with it; in particular, when this area is equal to one the model produces perfect forecasts, and when it is 
equal to 0.5 the model produces random forecasts (no discriminatory power). The AUC is equivalent to the Gini 
coefficient = 2*AUC-1, and also to the Mann–Whitney–Wilcoxon two-independent sample non-parametric test 
statistic (Hanley, McNeil 1982). Additional performance metrics adopted are precision metric, that represents the 
percentage of correct acceptance predictions, the Youden Index, that is the sum of TPR and TNR minus 1, and the 
percent right (or accuracy), that is the percentage of correct predictions globally made. Clearly a model with high 
discriminatory power should have high values of metrics AUC, TPR, TNR, Precision, Percent right and Youden 
Index.  
A summary of the transferability ROC analysis is reported in Tables 5 and 6 for Youden Index and Percent Right 
metrics. These results indicate that: 
• both Logit and Fuzzy models perform very well in terms of direct transferability; in particular, the "Percent 
Right" metric is always above 90%, which can be considered an adequate value for application purposes; 
• based on the case studies and on the metrics considered in our analysis, it does not seem possible to determine 
which of the two types of model performs better in terms of direct transferability; 
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• transferability appears to be slightly asymmetric with respect to the possible "original context-application 
context" combinations; 
• the lowest values of both metrics are obtained in the cases where intersection I4 is the original or the application 
context. This result indicates that intersection geometry (approaching angle), context (urban vs. rural area) and 
type of control (stop vs. yield sign) may have a significant effect on model transferability. 
Table 5. Transferability analysis. Youden Index. 
 Logit     Fuzzy    
Original Application context  Application context 
context I1 I2 I3 I4  I1 I2 I3 I4 
I1 0.87 0.85 0.82 0.79  0.87 0.86 0.83 0.79 
I2 0.85 0.87 0.83 0.80  0.87 0.86 0.83 0.79 
I3 0.85 0.84 0.85 0.81  0.86 0.85 0.86 0.82 
I4 0.82 0.84 0.84 0.84  0.82 0.85 0.84 0.84 
Table 6. Transferability analysis. Percent Right. 
 Logit     Fuzzy    
Original Application context  Application context 
context I1 I2 I3 I4  I1 I2 I3 I4 
I1 93.48% 93.19% 92.23% 90.35%  93.63% 93.27% 92.54% 90.35% 
I2 92.15% 93.53% 92.37% 90.69%  93.63% 93.27% 92.54% 90.35% 
I3 92.30% 92.30% 93.07% 91.30%  92.59% 92.46% 92.89% 91.73% 
I4 90.22% 90.58% 91.40% 92.50%  90.07% 90.06% 91.31% 92.55% 
7. Conclusions and further developments 
In this paper an analysis of the transferability of Logit and Fuzzy gap-acceptance models between different 
intersections was performed using metrics of ROC curve analysis. The results obtained indicate that both Logit and 
Fuzzy models show good capability of representing real driver’s gap acceptance behavior and their performances 
are similar in terms of direct transferability. The effectiveness of the model transfer is influenced by the geometric 
and location characteristics (in particular the approach angle of the minor road) of the intersections in which the 
model is developed and to which the model is transferred. The analysis of results conducted with the use of ROC 
curves also indicates the presence of an asymmetric transferability of different model specifications. As expected, a 
model developed in a given context generally performs better in that context as compared to models transferred 
from other contexts, but differences are not very large.  
Some interesting directions for future research are: 
• analyzing the transferability of both Fuzzy and Logit models in other gap-acceptance situations, for example left 
turn maneuver from minor street and entry maneuver in roundabouts; 
• analyzing in more depth the effect of intersection characteristics on model transferability, in order to reduce the 
efforts in model development, particularly in the context of intersection planning and design; 
• analyzing intersections capacity using gap-acceptance models in dynamic micro simulation tools. 
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